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Abstract—With the development of Vehicular Ad-hoc Net-
works (VANETs), several data security challenges are revealed,
such as data hijacking and interception. Although vehicles are
authorized, malicious behaviors still be carried out. Security
lapses may lead to potential accidents, which emphasizes the
importance of laying a solid security foundation for VANETs.
Thanks to the base security layer provided by cryptography
technologies, security problems can be solved in VANETs to avoid
accidents. However, trust management focuses on the analysis
and identification of misbehavior, to ensure secure interactions
among vehicles, and preserve data integrity against security
issues. This paper explores trust assessments that consider the
transmission path of message as a novel indicator, to provide
a comprehensive and accurate trust assessment. We propose a
Multidimensional trust Evidence Fusion and Path-Backtracking
mechanism for trust management scheme (MEFPB) in VANETs.
MEFPB integrates the multidimensional trust evidence fusion
and path-backtracking mechanism. Specifically, MEFPB utilizes
the Dempster-Shafer theory to fuse multi-dimensional indicators
(direct trust, indirect trust, and transmission path of message) for
evaluating the trustworthiness of vehicles. The direct and indirect
trust are supplied by the message-sending vehicle and its neigh-
bors (i.e., other vehicles). The transmission path of message is
provided by roadside units. Furthermore, the path-backtracking
mechanism identifies and traces malicious behaviors based on the
transmission path of message. Moreover, extensive experiments
demonstrate that our scheme significantly outperforms other
baseline schemes, exhibiting a high malicious behavior detection
rate within VANETs.

Index Terms—VANETs, Trust Management, Path-
Backtracking, Dempster-Shafer Theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN the field of intelligent transportation systems, Vehicular
Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) are becoming increasingly

significant such as enhancing traffic safety [1]. VANETs are
crucial for infotainment, road safety, and optimizing driving
assistance systems [2], [3]. Characterized by the high dy-
namics and exceptional scalabilities of VANETs [4], these
networks exhibit pronounced features. However, these pro-
nounced features present unprecedented challenges to the
security of VANETs [5], [6]. Due to the dynamic and mobile
nature of VANETs, many conventional network protocols
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struggle to meet the high standards required for real-time
data transmission [7]. More importantly, the open structure
of VANETs renders them vulnerable to potential adversaries,
exposing to various internaland external attacks1 [8], [9].

To ensure the security of VANETs, various schemes utilize
traditional cryptographic techniques, leveraging key pairs (pri-
vate and public key) and digital signatures for each vehicles.
Although these methods are effective against external attacks,
they are incapable of countering internal attacks [10]. To
address the above problem, research endeavors have shifted
to security schemes based on trust management [11], [12].
Receivers in these schemes receive broadcast messages only
from senders with high reputations within VANETs [13]. As a
result, vehicle filters potential malicious communications from
senders with low reputations, ensuring the trust mechanism
effectively counters internal attacks.

Previous trust management schemes primarily focus on
direct and indirect trust assessments [14]–[16]. These schemes
assess the direct trust of receivers by analyzing its historical
records. Other than direct trust, the indirect trust is advanced
in the trust evaluation, utilizing feedback from neighbors (ve-
hicle) to enhance the accuracy of trust assessment. Numerous
data concerning both the receiver and its neighbors is essential
for accurate trust assessments. In instances of data absence,
neighbors might find it challenging to provide indirect trust,
thus rendering the trust assessment incomplete. Particularly,
in scenarios where there was no prior interaction between the
sender and receiver, the assessment results could be inaccurate.
Moreover, these schemes frequently lacked a quick mechanism
for detecting malicious behavior. Since of this delay, malicious
vehicles could persistently disrupt the VANETs environment.

In addition, some trust management models emphasize the
accuracy and validity of information shared among vehicles.
Vehicles transmit two primary types of messages: event-based
messages and emergency warnings. These trust models [17],
[18] emphasize evaluating the authenticity of each event.
However, during high network traffic scenarios, these models
may lead to high data latency and data loss. Furthermore,
when evidence is insufficient, the above trust models typically
exhibit suboptimal performance in scenarios characterized by
information scarcity.

1Internal attacks in VANETs involve malicious vehicles transmitting mis-
leading information, while external attacks typically consist of denial of
service attempts by flooding vehicles with excessive data packets, disrupting
regular communication.
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Motivated by above, we propse a Multidimensional trust
Evidence Fusion and Path-Backtracking mechanism for trust
management scheme (MEFPB) in VANETs, aiming to enhance
the security of message exchange within VANETs. Further-
more, MEFPB measures the credibility of vehicles based on
three dimensions: direct trust, indirect trust, and transmission
path of message. To address the uncertainty in VANETs due to
information scarcity, the Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST) [19]
is utilized. DST fusions the above three dimension indi-
cators. Moreover, RoadSide Units (RSUs) utilize the path-
backtracking mechanism to further ascertain the malicious
behavior of vehicles, ensuring the integrity and security of
VANETs. In summary, the major contributions of MEFPB are
as follows:

• MEFPB considers the transmission path of message as a
novel indicator for trust assessments. Most existing litera-
ture, such as the studies presented in [14]–[16], primarily
focuses on assessments based on the message-sending
vehicles and their neighbors. However, rather than solely
relying on evaluations from these sources, MEFPB in-
corporates trust evidence provided by RSUs. It ensures a
comprehensive trust assessment of vehicles, especially in
scenarios with data insufficiency. Concurrently, MEFPB
utilizes a novel path-backtracking mechanism, aiding in
the rapid and accurate identification of malicious behavior
within VANETs. Through the path-backtracking mech-
anism, MEFPB further incorporates multi-path analysis
(Section III-E3) and path similarity (Section III-E4) ,
thereby markedly enhancing the accuracy in identifying
malicious vehicles.

• In addition, MEFPB utilizes DST to address the uncer-
tainty issues triggered by information scarcity scenarios.
Utilizing the DST, MEFPB is able to effectively dis-
tinguish between malicious and regular vehicles. Addi-
tionally, it ensures an efficient fusion of trust evidence
across three dimensions. MEFPB further classifies a trust
evidence of vehicle into four trust levels to refine the
trust assessment. After the trust evidence from the three
dimensions is fused, different weights are assigned to four
trust levels (Section III-A2), enhancing the accuracy in
evaluating the trustworthiness of a vehicle.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related
works are presented in Section II. In Section III, we describe
the details of proposed MEFPB scheme and path-backtracking
mechanism. Section IV details the analysis of security. Simu-
lation experiments and result analysis are then introduced in
Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes of this paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Traditional Trust Management Models

Traditional trust management models are perceived as
widely accepted frameworks. These models mainly focus on
enhancing resistance to simple attacks without relying on com-
plex data processing or statistical inference techniques [20]–
[23]. Ahmad et al. [20] proposed a man-in-the-middle attack
resistant trust model named MARINE to identifying mali-
cious vehicles executing man-in-the-middle attacks. Chuprov

et al. [21] proposed a scheme that identifies vehicles dis-
seminating illicit information for optimizing traffic manage-
ment at intersections. Three key parameters are considered:
authenticity, reputation, and trust. The work [22] established
an efficient trust inference mechanism for VANETs, especially
in addressing black/grey hole attacks. Suo et al. [23] proposed
a hybrid distributed-centralized system. In this system, the
Trusted Authority (TA) collaborates with vehicles to coun-
teract dishonest behaviors among them. The system assumes
malicious vehicles can forge information and is equipped to
handle such attacks. However, traditional trust models exhibit
certain limitations. These models do not effectively counter
various types of attacks, particularly demonstrating significant
inadequacy when faced with more complex attacks.

B. Blockchain-based Trust Management Models

Due to the capabilities of blockchain technology in en-
suring data integrity and decentralization, it has garnered
increasing interest for trust management in VANETs [24]–
[26]. Many believe that blockchain technology can address
centralization, security, and privacy issues while managing the
storage, tracking, and exchange of data. Hbaieb et al. [24]
developed a two-layer blockchain architecture where vehicles
can evaluate the trustworthiness of one another. Trust is formed
through reputation and location metrics. In a different scheme,
Yang et al. [25] proposed a blockchain-based decentralized
trust management model, wherein vehicles evaluate messages
received from other vehicles and notify the RSU of their
assessment results. Subsequently, the RSU calculates entity-
based trust values for vehicles and creates trust blocks. The
work [26] introduced a trust management scheme reliant on
blockchain technology, evaluating each vehicle based on the
opinions of neighboring vehicles and the legitimacy of the
information disseminated by them. Records of all messages are
preserved within the blockchain and are utilized as evidence
in computing the reputation score for each vehicle. However,
due to the high cost of blockchain, this technology was not
utilized in our scheme.

C. Bayesian Inference-Based Trust Models

Bayesian inference utilizes probability and statistics to
articulate uncertainty in data modeling and inference [27].
Trust models are constructed utilizing Bayesian inference [18],
[28], [29]. The work [28] amalgamated Bayesian methods
with the PageRank algorithm to construct an implicit network.
It differentiates malicious and regular vehicles by merging
local trust evaluations into a global trust value. Alternatively,
Fang et al. [29] presented a trust management framework
utilizing Bayesian networks. Trust computation is predicated
on weighted direct and indirect trust. Direct trust emanates
from the trust scores generated through current and past direct
interactions between two vehicles. Furthermore, indirect trust
is predicated on the highest direct trust values allocated to the
message-receiving vehicle by all neighboring vehicles. The
work [18] focuses on trust node management in VANETs,
proposing a composite trust for each node that includes direct
trust and recommendation trust. The former is dynamically
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computed through historical interaction records and Bayesian
inference. The latter defines the trust and reputation of neigh-
bor nodes. However, these models struggle to cope with on-off
attacks that are challenging to detect in a short timeframe.

D. DST-Based Trust Models

DST is capable of merging data from various sources to ad-
dress the uncertainty caused by data scarcity in VANETs [30]–
[32]. The work [30] shows that DST is utilized for trust
calculation to facilitate location search. Li and Song [31] intro-
duced an anti-attack trust management scheme to evaluate the
credibility of nodes and messages. Initially, the scheme gathers
message data from multiple nodes, utilizes DST to merge
multiple messages, and assesses their credibility. Subsequently,
the scheme utilizes a collaborative filtering algorithm to cal-
culate node credibility. However, the accuracy of this scheme
declines when the number of nodes is low. In a different
scheme, Bhargava and Verma [32] propose a trust model based
on uncertainty utilizing DST to handle information scarcity in
VANETs. This model aims to establish fresh trust opinions by
integrating direct and indirect trust values of message-sending
vehicles. Nonetheless, the performance metrics of this scheme
are only applicable to specific scenarios and do not adapt well
to all situations, especially in contexts facing black hole attack.

E. Motivation

Based on the above concerns, we adopted the path-
backtracking mechanism and employed backtracking verifica-
tion to identify malicious behaviors of vehicles. Additionally,
we utilized the DST to fuse multi-dimensional indicators,
ensuring accurate trust evaluation outcomes. During the trust
assessment process, a direct trust assessment is initially con-
ducted to ascertain the cooperativeness of vehicles within
VANETs. In the phase of indirect trust assessment, only
regular vehicles are allowed to provide indirect trust evidence,
ensuring the authenticity of the trust evidence. Moreover,
for vehicles failing the backtracking verification process, we
designed different scenarios based on the number of verifica-
tion failures. Malicious vehicles repeatedly launching attacks
received severe penalties. Through the above assessment pro-
cess, the MEFPB is capable of effectively countering multiple
types of attacks, such as on-off and black hole attacks.

III. TRUST EVALUATION AND UPDATE OF MEFPB

A. Preliminaries

1) System Architecture: As depicted in Fig. 1, the system
primarily comprises vehicles, RSUs, and a TA. Vehicles can
communicate with other vehicles and RSUs through wireless
links. RSUs possess superior computational and storage ca-
pacities, also communicate amongst themselves. Meanwhile,
the TA represents the entity with the highest administrative
authority within the network. It can interact and communicate
with RSUs through a secure channel.

2) Trust Mechanism: The trust evaluation is conducted
in a distributed manner, with each vehicle evaluating the
trustworthiness of its surrounding vehicles. The vehicle that
sends a message is termed as trustor Vi. Its primary role is to
evaluate another vehicle. The vehicle that receives the message
is termed trustee Vj , becoming the entity under evaluation.
In MEFPB, the trustworthiness of a vehicle is gauged using
trust evidence. Trust evidence is divided into four discrete
levels: High Trust (HT), Trust (T), Distrust (D), and High
Distrust (HD). Each trust level corresponds to a subjective
probability range [0, 1], referred to as mass value m(A),
where A = {HT, T,D,HD}. When a vehicle consistently
exhibits positive behaviors, it is deemed trustworthy and given
a high trust rating. Conversely, if vehicle exhibits malicious
behaviors, it gets marked as distrusted. Especially after sev-
eral negative behaviors, vehicle should be treated as highly
distrusted. Through these four levels in MEFPB, aiding the
system in more accurately identifying and determining the
trustworthiness of Vj .

3) Bilinear Group Key and Signature Verification: In the
bilinear group setting, let (G1,G2) represent two groups. Both
groups have a size |G1| = |G2| = p, where p is a specific
prime number. Typically, g1 is the generator of G1 while g2
is the generator of G2. This setting incorporates a collision-
resistant hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗

p.
A digital signature method for a message Msgi is a set of

algorithms (KGen, Sign, V erify) with the following syntax:
1. Key Generation: Randomly select two numbers x and

y from Z∗
p. Calculate u = gx2 and v = gy2 , where g2 is an

element of G2. The public key (g1, g2, u, v), and the private
key (x, y) are generated.

2. Signature: Given the private key (x, y) ∈ Z∗
p and

Msgi ∈ Z∗
p, choose a random number r ∈ Z∗

p and compute
σ = g

1/(x+Msgi+yr)
1 ∈ G1. If x + Msgi + yr = 0,

then a different random number r needs to be selected for
recalculation. The final signature is (σ, r).

3. Verification: Given the public key (g1, g2, u, v), message
Msgi ∈ Z∗

p, and signature (σ, r) , verify if the following
equation holds:

e(σ, u, gMsgi
2 , vr) = e(g1, g2).

If the equation is satisfied, the signature is deemed valid.
Otherwise, it’s considered invalid [33].

B. System Overview

RSUs are regarded as entities with absolute trustworthiness.
Only the trustworthiness of vehicles remains ambiguous. The
primary process of MEFPB can be divided into the following
five stages:

1. Digital Signature Initialization Stage: The system
employs KGen(1τ ), where τ represents a security parameter,
to initialize the basic settings for the digital signature method.
This ensures a reliable foundation for subsequent interactions
and path-backtracking.

2. Key Distribution Stage: Each vehicle obtains a pair of
public and private keys (pki, ski) from the system. The private
key ski, is primarily used in vehicle-to-vehicle interactions. As
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Fig. 1. The System Architecture of MEFPB.

for the public key pki, apart from being used in subsequent
path-backtracking mechanisms for verification, it also verifies
message signatures during the message registration stage.

3. Message Registration and Verification: When a vehicle
generates a message, it first registers with the RSU, providing
basic details of the message, e.g., source vehicle, destination
vehicle, message content, and message ID. After generating
the signature σ for Msgi by utilizing Sign(ski), σ and
Msgi is transmitted to the RSU for verification. The RSU
then validates the signature by utilizing V erify(pki). If the
verification succeeds, the TA issues a certificate for that
vehicle, serving as a trust root for future path-backtracking.
Otherwise, no certificate is issued.

4. Generation and Request of Trust Evidence: When
Vi sends a message to Vj , a direct trust assessment occurs,
resulting in direct trust evidence DT t

Vi,Vj
. Simultaneously, for

each neighbor Vk of Vi belonging to the neighbor set RectVi
,

Vi collects indirect trust evidence IT t
Vk,Vj

from Vk. To more
comprehensively evaluate the trustworthiness of Vj , Vi also
requests the path-backtracking trust evidence PT t

Vj
from a

nearby RSU.
5. Trust Fusion: Vi utilizes DST to merge the three

types of evidences: DT t
Vi,Vj

, IT t
Vk,Vj

, and PT t
Vj

, forming
an overall trust assessment for Vj . The consolidated trust
evidence CT t

Vi,Vj
becomes the benchmark for assessing the

trustworthiness of Vj . Fig. 2 illustrates the relationships and
computation process among all types of trust evidences.

C. Direct Trust Evidence

The direct trust evidence for vehicles is based on three
core elements: a forgetting function, the familiarity between
vehicles, and the cooperativeness of vehicles. In essence, the

TABLE I
NOTATIONS LIST.

Terms Description

A = {HT, T,D,HD} Trust levels

Θ = {HT, T,D,HD} Trust evidence

m(A) Mass value of trust levels

RectVi
Neighbor set of Vi

Msgi The ith message

t The current time

DT t
Vi,Vj

The direct trust evidence of Vj computed by Vi

IT t
Vk,Vj

The indirect trust evidence of Vj gathered by Vk

PT t
Vi

The path-backtracking evidence of i-th vehicle

CT t
Vi,Vj

The consolidated trust evidence of Vj formed by Vi

λt
Vi,Vj

The forgetting factor from the view of Vi to Vj

TS
Vi
act The interation threshold of Vi

NVi,Vj
The interation count between Vi and Vj

TSCoop The cooperation index threshold

CVj
The cooperation index of Vj

veris The successful verification counter of i-th vehicle

verif The malicious activity detection counter of i-th vehicle

φVi
The growth factor of i-th vehicle

Smulti
Vi

The trust score of i-th vehicle based on multi-path analysis

TSmulti The multi-path analysis trust score threshold

SIM The average Jaccard similarity

Ψt
Vj

The trustworthiness of Vj

forgetting function ensures that past behavioral records don’t
excessively influence the current trust evaluation of a vehicle.
The familiarity between vehicles can impact the stability of
trust. The cooperativeness assesses whether a vehicle is willing
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Fig. 2. The Relationships and Computaion Process Among All Types of Trust Evidences.

to share valuable information with other vehicles.
At the outset of system initialization, each vehicle is as-

signed an initial set of direct trust evidence, represented as
DT t

Vi,Vj
= {0.2, 0.4, 0.3, 0.1}. Such evidence anchors on four

distinct trust levels: the HT mass value DT t
Vi,Vj

·HT = 0.2,
the T mass value DT t

Vi,Vj
· T = 0.4, the D mass value

DT t
Vi,Vj

·D = 0.3, and the HD mass value DT t
Vi,Vj

·HD =
0.1. The initial configuration assigns a foundational trust level
to each vehicle at system start-up, promoting early interactions
and collaborations. As interactions increase, the initial mass
values undergo modifications based on the distinct behaviors
of individual vehicles.

1) Forgetting Function: The forgetting function serves as a
mechanism to process outdated trust evidence. To address the
issue of outdated trust evidence, a forgetting factor λt

Vi,Vj
is

utilized to adjust the direct trust evidence from prior interac-
tions. Specifically, if Vj has not engaged in any interactions
for a certain period, its trustworthiness may reduce. The
calculation formula for λt

Vi,Vj
is as follows:

λt
Vi,Vj

=
t− tf
z

, (1)

where t represents the current time and the last time Vj

sent a message at time tf . The constant z represents a fixed
constant employed to standardize the time difference, ensuring
the consistency of the forgetting factor. Here, z = 300.

To effectively account for the diminishing impact of older
interactions on trust evaluation, Vi employs a method based on
the Fibonacci sequence to adjust DT t−1

Vi,Vj
from the previous

period t−1. According to Eq. (1), the modification made by the
forgetting function to the direct trust evidence is represented
as follows:

DT t
Vi,Vj

· T = DT t−1
Vi,vj

· T − ρfib(λt
Vi,vj

),

DT t
Vi,Vj

·D = DT t−1
Vi,vj

·D + ρfib(λt
Vi,vj

),

ρ ∈ [0.05, 0.15],

(2)

where ρ is a parameter utilized to control the rate of trust
decline, ensuring trust is not lost too rapidly. Here, ρ = 0.05
is taken from [32]. Furtermore, the value of λt

Vi,Vj
increases,

it leads to a reduction in DT t
Vi,Vj

· T and an increment in
DT t

Vi,Vj
·D.

In Eq. (2), the employment of Fibonacci sequence is inher-
ently logical. As the sequence progresses, the ratio between
consecutive terms grows. This mirrors the accelerated decline
of trust with increasing time differences, ensuring that older
interactions progressively hold less sway in evaluations.

2) Familiarity: Familiarity reflects the interaction fre-
quency between Vi and Vj . Frequent and sustained interac-
tions often imply that both parties have accumulated positive
experiences from previous exchanges, encouraging further in-
teractions. Therefore, if the historical interaction count exceeds
a certain interaction threshold TSVi

act, it not only indicates
that Vi deems Vj as reliable, but also signifies that Vj has
demonstrated its trustworthiness and stability throughout these
interactions. TSVi

act is calculated as:

TSVi
act =

∑n
c=1 N

c
Vi

n
, (3)

where n denotes the number of vehicles that have interacted
with Vi, and N c

Vi
represents the interaction count for each

vehicle that has interacted with Vi.
When the interaction count between Vi and Vj (NVi,Vj ,

elaborated in Table I) surpasses TSVi
act, it can be inferred that

Vj possesses a higher level of credibility. However, if NVi,Vj

falls below TSVi
act, elevation should not be done hastily the
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distrust level of Vj . A lower interaction frequency doesn’t
necessarily signify distrust. It might be due to a lack of
interaction opportunities or other external factors. Based on
the above discussion and according to Eq. (3), the variation in
the current DT t

Vi,Vj
is depicted in the subsequent equations:

DT t
Vi,Vj

·D = DT t
Vi,Vj

·D(1− NVi,Vj
−TS

Vi
act

TS
Vi
act

),

DT t
Vi,Vj

· T = DT t
Vi,Vj

· T + (
NVi,Vj

−TS
Vi
act

TS
Vi
act

∗DT t
Vi,Vj

·D),

if NVi,Vj
> TSVi

act,
(4)

where the multiplier
NVi,Vj

−TS
Vi
act

TS
Vi
act

scales down the distrust

level of Vj based on how much NVi,Vj
exceeds TSVi

act. By
subtracting this ratio from 1, a resultant value is obtained that
proportionally reduces distrust as interactions increase.

3) Cooperativeness: Cooperativeness denotes the willing-
ness of Vj to cooperate with other vehicles. Vehicles with
a high degree of cooperativeness actively share information
within the network. Conversely, those leaning towards selfish
behavior prefer to minimize resource consumption, avoiding
sharing. When vehicles demonstrate significant cooperative-
ness, message propagates more efficiently throughout the
network. The cooperation index of Vj is defined as CVj

and
can be calculated by the following formula:

CVj
=

FVi,Vj

|v| − 1
, (5)

where FVi,Vj
represents the number of vehicles in the network

that have received forwarded messages from both Vi and Vj .
The symbol |v| represents the total number of vehicles in the
network.

To precisely evaluate the cooperative behavior of vehi-
cles, MEFPB utilizes a dynamic cooperation index threshold
TScoop. The threshold is considering as the average cooper-
ation index of all vehicles within the network. Utilizing an
average value as the threshold ensures that the assessment
criteria align with the current network environment. According
to Eq. (5), The calculation formula for TScoop is as follows:

TSCoop =

∑|v|
i=1 CVi

|v|
, (6)

In MEFPB, vehicles will upload their CVi
to the nearby

RSU. Then, RSUs broadcasts it, allowing vehicle to obtain
CVi

from other vehicles.
By comparing the cooperation index of an individual vehicle

to the network average, MEFPB can effectively gauge the
cooperative behavior of that vehicle. If CVj ≥ TSCoop, it
indicates that the cooperation level of this vehicle surpasses the
network average. Under this condition, DT t

Vi,Vj
· T increases,

while DT t
Vi,Vj

·D decreases. According to Eq. (5) and Eq. (6),
DT t

Vi,Vj
is updated as follows:

DT t
Vi,Vj

·D = DT t
Vi,Vj

·D − (CVj
− TSCoop),

DT t
Vi,Vj

· T = DT t
Vi,Vj

· T + (CVj
− TSCoop),

if CVj
≥ TSCoop.

(7)

Algorithm 1: Direct Trust Evidence Calculation
Input: Trustor Vi, Trustee Vj

Output: Direct trust evidence DT t
Vi,Vj

1 DT t
Vi,Vj

= DT t−1
Vi,Vj

;
2 Phase I: Forgetting Function, Section III-C1
3 Calculate λt

Vi,Vj
← (t, tf ), Eq. (1);

4 Calculate DT t
Vi,Vj

← (λt
Vi,Vj

), Eq. (2);
5 Phase II: Familiarity, Section III-C2
6 Calculate TSVi

act ← (N i
Vi
, n), Eq. (3);

7 if NVi,Vj > TSVi
act then

8 Calculate DT t
Vi,Vj

← (TSVi
act, NVi,Vj ), Eq. (4);

9 Phase III: Cooperativeness, Section III-C3
10 Calculate CVj

← (FVi,Vj
, |v|), Eq. (5);

11 Calculate TSCoop ← (CVi , |v|), Eq. (6);
12 if CVj ≥ TSCoop then
13 Calculate DT t

Vi,Vj
← (CVj

, TSCoop), Eq. (7);

14 else
15 Calculate DT t

Vi,Vj
← (CVj , TSCoop), Eq. (8);

16 return DT t
Vi,Vj

;

Conversely, if CVj
< TSCoop this signifies cooperation

level of Vj is below the network average. As a result,
DT t

Vi,Vj
· T decreases, and DT t

Vi,Vj
·D increases. According

to Eq. (5) and Eq. (6), DT t
Vi,Vj

adjusts as follows:

DT t
Vi,Vj

·D = DT t
Vi,Vj

·D + (TSCoop − CVj
),

DT t
Vi,Vj

· T = DT t
Vi,Vj

· T − (TSCoop − CVj
),

if CVj
< TSCoop,

(8)

Algorithm 1 displays the direct trust evidence calculation for
MEFPB. The symbol ← (∗), where ∗ represents the input of
data.

D. Indirect Trust Evidence

At t, Vi evaluates Vj based on DT t−1
Vi,Vj

from t−1. Addition-
ally, Vi receives IT t

Vk,Vj
from its neighbor Vk ∈ RectVi

. Vehi-
cles that are deemed trustworthy are the only ones qualified to
provide trust evidence (the method for evaluating trustworthy
and untrustworthy vehicles will be explained in Section III-F).
The reason for this choice is crucial: untrustworthy vehicles
can provide inaccurate messages due to sensor errors, malware,
or deception. Thus, trust evidence is only accepted from
confirmed reliable vehicles.

However, in realistic interaction environments, vehicles may
have different interaction experiences with Vj , depending on
factors like interaction time and nature. Although one vehicle
might deem Vj as trustworthy based on their interactions,
another vehicle might have a completely different experience
and deem Vj as untrustworthy. This discrepancy complicates
the process of assessing overall trustworthiness. Nonetheless,
utilizing DST can effectively address these discrepancies.
Specifically, the indirect trust IT t

Vk,Vj
of Vj is based on

CT t−1
Vk,Vj

(Section III-F) of neighbor at t−1. Therefore, IT t
Vk,Vj

can be expressed as follows:
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Fig. 3. The Path-Backtracking Evidence of MEFPB.

IT t
Vk,Vj

= CT t−1
Vk,Vj

. (9)

E. Path-Backtracking Mechanism and Path-Backtracking
Trust Evidence

RSUs play a pivotal role in the network by jointly main-
taining and updating a path-backtracking trust evidence table.
Within this table, PT t

Vi
for all vehicles in the network are

recorded. Consequently, whenever Vi seeks to assess the trust-
worthiness of Vj , RSUs provide Vj with the PT t

Vj
related to

Vj . By adopting this approach, RSUs offer the entire network a
centralized trust reference, aiding vehicles in trust assessment
from a routing path perspective.

1) Message Transmission and Path-Backtracking Mecha-
nism: When the message is forwarded to the destination
vehicle, the destination vehicle will upload the message to
the RSU. The RSU will then initiate verification, identifying
malicious vehicles through path backtracking and hop-by-hop
validation.

Message Content Signature and Path-Backtracking Ver-
ification:

• Message Content Signature: As illustrated in Fig. 3,
the vehicle V6 utilizes Sign(sk6) to sign the message
it sends, generating σm6

. After this signed message is
initially relayed to the intermediary vehicle V7, upon
receipt, V7 utilizes Sign(sk7) to sign again, producing
σm67

. Then, this newly signed message, is delivered to
the destination vehicle V8. After receiving, V8 utilizes

Sign(sk8) to sign again, creating σm678
, and then for-

wards this final σm678
to the nearly RSU.

• Message Content Verification: When the RSU receives
σm678 uploaded by V8, it first utilizes V erify(pk8) for
verification. If this verification is proven successful, the
RSU then validates σm67

from V7, followed by σm6
from

V6. Since there be a mismatch between σm6
signature

content from V6 and the subsequent σm67 signature con-
tent from V7, it suggests unauthorized tampers were made
to the message content by V7. Then, the malicious activity
detection counter verif for V7, increase to ver7f + 1.
Meanwhile, the successful verification counters veris for
V8 and V6, increase respectively, becoming ver8s +1 and
ver6s + 1.

Message Path Signature and Path-Backtracking Verifi-
cation:

• Message Path Signature: As illustrated in Fig. 3, V6

functions as the source vehicle while V8 acts as the
destination vehicle. Upon transmitting a message, V6

appends its ID into the transmission path of message.
It then utilizes Sign(sk6) to sign this transmission path
along with a certificate (granted by TA at the time of
message registration), producing σp6

Following this, the
message is relayed to V7. Similarly, after receiving the
message, both V7 and V8 incorporate their IDs into the
transmission path of message. They generate σp67 and
σp678

respectively, utilizing Sign(sk7) for the former and
Sign(sk8) for the latter. Ultimately, V8 uploads σp678

to
the nearly RSU.
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• Message Path Verification: Initially, the RSU utilizes
V erify(pk8) to verify σp678 . If the verification be suc-
cessful, the RSU subsequently verifies σp67 and σp6 , and
finally examines the certificate given to V6 by TA. All
these measures are undertaken to ensure the authentic-
ity and integrity of the message’s transmission path. If
during the verification, the RSU discovers that σp6

of
V6 cannot be verified, it implies that the transmission
path of message signed by V6 was tampered with by
V7. Consequently, V7 is flagged for malicious behavior,
and its malicious activity detection count verif activates
and increases to veri7 + 1. In contrast, the successful
verification counter veris for V8, activates and increases to
ver8s+1. Suppose it is eventually found that the certificate
issued by the TA is absent. In that case, the transmission
path of message is deemed as lacking a trusted root,
indicating irregular actions by the source vehicle (such
as deletion of a prior transmission path or transmission
without registration). Consequently, its malicious behav-
ior count increments by 1, and the successful verification
counters for subsequent relay vehicles also increase by 1.

Forgiving Function: To ensure that vehicles are not sub-
jected to prolonged and unfair penalties for minor, occasional
missteps, the system incorporates a forgiveness function.
Specifically, when a vehicle has not engaged in malicious
behavior for a specified period, meaning its malicious behavior
detection count verif remains unchanged, this count will
automatically decrease. Such a mechanism can more fairly
reflect the true behavioral status of a vehicle, preventing it from
receiving excessive penalties for short-lived misbehaviors. Let
tiver represents the time when the vehicle’s last malicious
behavior was detected. If the difference between tiver and t
surpasses a fixed threshold µ, then verif will be decreased by
1 (i.e., verif − 1). Here, µ = 800.

Considering our primary research focus is not on cryptog-
raphy, the cryptographic techniques employed in the path-
backtracking mechanism might not delve deeply into issues
of signature anonymity and efficiency.

2) Path-Backtracking Verification: Considering the poten-
tial severe impact of tampering with messages, trust deduction
for the tamperer should be more severe than discarding the
message.

Case-1: For vehicles that tamper with messages but the
number of malicious activity detection count does not exceed
1, the adjustment of the path-backtracking trust evidence is
defined as:

PT t
Vi
·HT = PT t−1

Vi
·HT (1− verif

veris+verif
),

PT t
Vi
· T = PT t−1

Vi
· T (1− verif

veris+verif
),

PT t
Vi
·HD = PT t−1

Vi
·HD +

verif
veris+verif

(PT t−1
Vi
·HT + PT t−1

Vi
· T ),

if verif = 1 & veris ≥ 1.

(10)

Case-2: For vehicles with frequent malicious behaviors,
MEFPB employs a stricter penalty. Specifically, when their

malicious activity detection count exceeds 1, the system re-
duces their path-backtracking trust evidence. The adjustment
to the path-backtracking trust evidence is defined as:

PT t
Vi
·D = PT t−1

Vi
·D + PT t−1

Vi
· T,

PT t
Vi
·HD = PT t−1

Vi
·HD + PT t−1

Vi
·HT,

PT t
Vi
· T = 0,

PT t
Vi
·HT = 0,

if verif > 1.

(11)

Case-3: For vehicles that consistently exhibit good behavior
without any malicious behaviors, the system will increase their
PT t

Vi
· T and PT t

Vi
·HT based on the growth factor φVi

. It’s
worth noting that φVi is inversely proportional to PT t−1

Vi
·D,

and φVi
can be expressed as follow:

φVi
= 1− PT t−1

Vi
·D, (12)

According to Eq. (12), for vehicles that pass verification
without exhibiting malicious behavior, the adjustment to the
path trust evidence is shown as follows:

PT t
vi ·D = PT t−1

vi ·D ∗ φVi
,

PT t
vi · T = PT t−1

vi · T + α ∗∆x,
PT t

vi
·HT = PT t−1

vi ·HT + β ∗∆x,
if verif = 0 & veris > 0,

(13)

where α and β represents two increaseing factors for control-
ling the rate of trust levels rise. Here, α = 4, β = 1. The
increaseing value ∆x can be expressed as follow:

∆x = PT t−1
vi ·D ∗ (1− φVi)/(α+ β). (14)

3) Multi-Path Analysis: As illustrated in Fig. 3, based on
the comparison between the content of registered messages
and received messages, Msg4 is determined to have been
tampered with. Specifically, the analysis result of registered
messages shows that V6 did not transmit other tampered
messages and V7 had previously transmitted a tampered Msg3.
Based on this, V7 transmitted tampered messages twice in
succession, whereas V6 only did once. This indicates that V7

has a higher likelihood of being a potential malicious vehicle.
To quantitatively evaluate the behavior of vehicles based on
the above consideration, a multi-path analysis-based trust score
SVi

multi is constructed and is shown as follows:

SVi

multi =


T

Vi
s −T

Vi
f

T
Vi
s +T

Vi
f

, if TVi
s > TVi

f ,

0, otherwise,
(15)

where TVi
s represents the number of Vi relayed normal mes-

sages, while TVi

f indicates the number of Vi relayed tampered
messages.

To distinguish vehicular behaviors, a threshold for the multi-
path analysis trust score TSmulti is introduced. TSmulti is the
average trust score of all vehicles. The formula is derived from
Eq.(6), and can be expressed as follows:

TSmulti =

∑|v|
i=1 S

Vi

multi

|v|
. (16)
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For vehicles with SVi

multi ≥ TSmulti, it indicates that the
vehicle has fewer instances of tampered transmissions and is
less likely to be malicious. The vehicle should be rewarded,
and the adjustment for path-backtracking trust evidence is as
follows:

PT t
Vi
·D = PT t

Vi
·D − (SVi

multi − TSmulti),

PT t
Vi
· T = PT t

Vi
· T + (SVi

multi − TSmulti),

if SVi

multi ≥ TSmulti,

(17)

Conversely, when SVi

multi < TSmulti, the adjustment for path-
backtracking trust evidence is as follows:

PT t
Vi
·D = PT t

Vi
·D + (TSmulti − SVi

multi),

PT t
Vi
· T = PT t

Vi
· T − (TSmulti − SVi

multi),

if SVi

multi < TSmulti.

(18)

4) Path Similarity: As illustrated in Fig. 3, during the path
backtracking process, if there are vehicles that fail verification,
the transmission path of that message will be considered
untrustworthy. For instance, if the path P1 = (V5 → V7 → V8)
is deemed untrustworthy, it will influence the assessment of
current assess path. When current assess path is similar to a
untrustworthy one, vehicles on that path will be set relatively
lower trust values. Specifically, if the path P2 = (V6 → V7 →
V8) shows high similarity to P1, vehicles on P2 have high
probabilities of malicious behaviors.

To calculate the similarity between two paths, a metric
based on Jaccard similarity is adopted. The average Jaccard
similarity SIM of the currently evaluated vehicle path with
all known untrustworthy paths is expressed as follows:

SIM =

∑m
i=1

|Mi∩P |
|Mi∪P |

m
, (19)

where m represents the number of known untrustworthy paths,
Mi stands for the i-th untrustworthy path, and P is the path
currently being assessed. Furthemore, according to Eq. (19),
when SIM ≥ 0.5, it indicates that 50% or more of the
vehicles in P2 used to be identified as malicious. To reduce
their influence of message delivery, the path-backtracking trust
evidence of them is adjusted as follows:

PT t
Vi
· T = PT t

Vi
· T ∗ (1− SIM),

PT t
Vi
·D = PT t

Vi
·D + SIM ∗ PT t

Vi
· T,

if SIM ≥ 0.5,
(20)

Otherwise, when SIM < 0.5, the adjustment formula is
shown as follows:

PT t
Vi
·D = PT t

Vi
·D ∗ [1− (0.5− SIM)],

PT t
Vi
· T = PT t

Vi
· T + (0.5− SIM) ∗ PT t

Vi
·D,

if SIM < 0.5.
(21)

Based on the above consideration, the process of path-
backtracking trust evidence update in MEFPB is shown in
Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Path Trust Evidence Update
Input: Message Msg, Message path Msgpath,

Message-receiving vehicle Vj

1 if Vj is destination vehicle then
2 Trigger path-backtracking mechanism to identify

malicious vehicle ← (Msg,Msgpath);
3 for each vehicle V in Msgpath do
4 PT t

V = PT t−1
V ;

5 Phase I: Path-Backtracking Verification,
Section III-E2

6 if verVf > 0 and verVs ≥ 1 then
7 Update PT t

V ← (verVf , verVs ), Eq. (10);

8 else if verVf > 1 then
9 Update PT t

V , Eq. (11);

10 else if verVf = 0 and verVs > 0 then
11 Update PT t

V ← (φV ,∆x), Eq. (13);

12 Phase II: Multi-Path Analysis, Section III-E3
13 Calculate SV

multi ← (TNV
s , TNV

f ), Eq. (15);
14 Update TSmulti ← (SVi

multi, |v|), Eq. (16);
15 if SV

multi ≥ TSmulti then
16 Update PT t

V ← (SV
multi, TSmulti),

Eq. (17);

17 else
18 Update PT t

V ← (SV
multi, TSmulti),

Eq. (18);

19 Phase III: Path Similarity, Section III-E4
20 Calculate SIM ← (m,Mi,Msgpath), Eq. (19);
21 if SIM ≥ 0.5 then
22 Update PT t

V ← (SIM), Eq. (20);

23 else
24 Update PT t

V ← (SIM), Eq. (21);

F. Trust Evidence Fusion

When trustor Vi interacts with trustee Vj , Vi generates
direct trust evidence (DT t

Vi,Vj
) towards Vj . Then, Vi receives

indirect trust evidence (IT t
Vk,Vj

) and path-backtracking trust
evidence (PT t

Vi
) from Vk and RSUs, respectively. To handle

these three different types of trust evidence for Vj , and conduct
an accurate and comprehensive trust evaluation, Vi utilizes
DST to fuse trust evidence from all dimensions. In MEFPB,
trust evidence is defined as Θ = {HT, T,D,HD}, where
HT, T,D,HD are four trust levels of Θ, each mass value of
trust levels m(A) ∈ [0, 1], m(∅) = 0 and

∑
Aq∈Θ = 1. Based

on this, Aq denotes any subset of Θ. For a given trust level A
in the framework, its belief function bel(A) [19] is expressed
as follow:

bel(A) =
∑

Aq⊆A

m(Aq). (22)

Let belV1(A) = DT t
Vi,Vj

and belV2(A) = IT t
Vk,Vj

, the
orthogonal combination of trust evidence is expressed as
follow:
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bel(A) = belV1
(A)⊕ belV2

(A)

=

∑
q,r,Aq∩Ar=A mV1

(Aq)mV2
(Ar)∑

q,r,Aq∩Ar ̸=∅ mV1
(Aq)mV2

(Ar)
.

(23)

Resulting from the Eq. (23) is a four-dimensional tuple
({HT, T,D,HD}) made up of the described trust level mass
values. Furthermore, after fusing direct, indirect, and path-
backtracking, all trust evidences, are consolidated into a com-
prehensive trust evidence CT t

Vi,Vj
to evaluate the trustworthi-

ness Ψt
Vj

of Vj . The Ψt
Vj

is constructed as follows:

Ψt
Vj

= w1(mVj (HT )−mVj (HD))+w2(mVj (T )−mVj (D)),
(24)

where w1 and w2 represent two weights of trustworthiness
proportion, and they follow two limitations, i.e., w1 > w2,
and w1 + w2 = 1. The reason for w1 > w2 is that the
influence of HT and HD on vehicle trustworthiness is greater
than that of T and D. mVj

(HT ), mVj
(T ), mVj

(D), and
mVj (HD) represent the four trust levels in CT t

Vi,Vj
. Based

on this, the condition Ψt
Vj
≥ 0 indicates that Vj has prevailing

trustworthiness. Since the positive trust mass values (such as
HT) exceed negative ones (such as HD), signifying a prevailing
trustworthiness, and thus, Vj is seen as trustworthy. Otherwise,
Vj is considered as malicious vehicle.

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS

A. Attack Model
Four attack models are utilized to evaluate the performance

of MEFPB, including simple (SA), black hole (BHA), path
tampering (PTA), and on-off (OFA) attacks.

• SA: Through intercepting and altering messages, the
vehicle can control the flow of message.

• BHA: The compromised vehicle drops all messages
received from other vehicles.

• PTA: By hijacking and altering the message routing
path, the vehicle can control the direction of message
transmission and mislead RSUs.

• OFA: Malicious vehicles with the on-off attack model
alternate their behaviors, oscillating between benign and
malicious behaviors to avoid being detected.

B. Analysis
1) SA: Interception and alteration messages by malicious

vehicles pose a significant threat to the integrity of message
flow. In MEFPB, the path-backtracking mechanism is utilized
to counter SAs. Whenever a vehicle dispatches a message,
it signs the message using its private key and producing a
corresponding signature.

Upon receiving a signed message from a vehicle, RSUs
undertake a series of validation steps (path-backtracking and
hop-by-hop validation). Verification is conducted by the RSU
utilizing the public key of the target vehicle. Futhermore, path-
backtracking and hop-by-hop validation ensure the integrity of
messages and authenticity during message transmission. If any
unauthorized alterations be detected in this process, the RSU
can pinpoint the malicious vehicle responsible for the tampers.

2) BHA: MEFPB integrates three core concepts: forgetting
function, familiarity, and cooperativeness, to counter black
hole attacks. If other vehicles interact with this black hole
vehicle and the vehicle stops transmitting data after a certain
period, the trustworthiness of the black hole vehicle should
decline. The detail is shown as follows:

Fristly, the forgetting function offers a robust mechanism.
By utilizing the Fibonacci sequence, the impact of older
interactions with the black hole vehicle diminishes, to detect
BHA model vehicles.

Secondly, familiarity describes the frequency of interactions
between vehicles. Initially, black hole vehicles might behave
normally to build trust. However, their consistent message
discarding can make consecutive interactions abnormal. When
interactions with such a vehicle stay below a set threshold, its
trustworthiness decreases.

Thirdly, cooperativeness serves as an indicator of the effi-
cacy with which a vehicle interacts with others. Since black
hole attackers discard incoming messages, their cooperation
is notably below the network average. If the cooperation
index of a vehicle drops significantly below this average, its
trustworthiness receives a downward adjustment.

3) PTA: Ensuring the authenticity of a message path is cru-
cial. It becomes a significant threat, especially when attackers
attempt to hijack and alter the message path, directing the
flow of message and misleading RSUs. Message path signing
and path-backtracking mechanism are utilized to counter this
threat. Specifically, message path signing permits each vehi-
cle to append its identifier during the transmission process,
ensuring that each vehicle on the message path is known and
verifiable. As a message transmits from one vehicle to another,
the latter appends its ID to the message path and signs the
message path utilizing its private key. Then, when a message
reaches its destination, it bears a clear record of the entire
transmission path, complete with digital signatures for each
step.

In addition, message path-backtracking validation provides
RSUs with a means to ascertain the authenticity and integrity
of received messages. Initially, the RSU verifies the final
signature and traces back the entire path, to ensure each
signature remains valid. Such a layered validation process
substantially raises the difficulty for attackers to successfully
tamper with a message. If any signature fails validation during
this procedure, it becomes evident that the message was altered
by another vehicle prior to reaching the one with the failed
signature. Path-backtracking mechanism not only alerts the
RSU about the unreliability of message, but it also identifies
the specific vehicle involved in the malicious activity.

4) OFA: To counter OFAs, a defense strategy is designed,
and its core idea is to impose amplified penalties on vehicles
that launch repeated attacks. Specifically, by monitoring the
number of validation failures of a vehicle, an assessment can
be made. If validation failures of a vehicle exceed once, it in-
dicates persistent or frequent malicious behaviors, warranting
more stringent penalties. Substantial adjustments imply that
even if the vehicle exhibits commendable behavior at times,
its malicious actions will have long-lasting repercussions.
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C. Complementary Research Avenues: Trust Models and Pri-
vacy Concerns

Our research in the realm of trust management for vehicle
networks complements studies focused on vehicle privacy.
However, a deliberate decision was made to concentrate on
trust models due to the relative maturity of privacy solutions
in this domain. The field of privacy solutions in vehicular
networks has reached a considerable level of development,
with a wealth of established protocols and methodologies al-
ready in place. This maturity provides a stable foundation upon
which we can build, allowing us to direct our efforts towards
areas that present more novel challenges and opportunities for
innovation, such as trust models.

By combining the proven strengths of privacy solutions,
such as their robustness and reliability, with the adaptive and
responsive capabilities of trust management systems, we aim
to achieve a more secure and efficient vehicular network. This
approach allows us to harness the advantages of each domain:
the privacy solutions provide a stable and trusted backdrop,
while the focus on trust management addresses the immediate
and practical challenges of security and reliability in dynamic
VANET environments. In doing so, we have built upon the
foundational privacy methodologies established in works such
as [34] and [35], leveraging their insights to ensure our trust
model operates within a secure privacy framework.

Looking ahead, our future endeavors aim to explore
lightweight and holistic methods that seamlessly integrate
privacy concerns with trust models. This will involve devis-
ing strategies that not only maintain the robustness of trust
management but also ensure the comprehensive protection
of privacy within vehicular networks. Such an integrated
approach is pivotal in advancing the field, aligning with the
ongoing efforts to achieve a balanced and secure vehicular
communication system.

V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS ANALYSIS

A. Simulation Setup

The performance of MEFPB is evaluated by simulation
experiments based on the Opportunity Network Environment
simulator [36]. The experimental scenario is modeled after
the physical layout of Helsinki city, as shown in Fig. 4.
Furthermore, the vehicles navigate towards predetermined
endpoints by following the shortest path computed by the
Dijkstra algorithm [37]. Detailed parameters of the simulation
are listed in Table II [38], [39].

In the conducted experiments, the MEFPB was compared
with the IWOT-V [28], DUEL [32], and TECS [40] schemes.
Specifically, IWOT-V utilizes the Bayesian approach to con-
struct an implicit network. By consolidating local trust eval-
uations, it derives a global trust value to differentiate be-
tween malicious and benign vehicles. DUEL utilizes DST
to integrate the direct and indirect trust values of message-
sending vehicles. During this integration, DUEL incorporates
punishment function, a forgetting function, rewarding factor,
and importance factor based on uncertainty. In TECS, each
RSU collects local data from nearby vehicles and derives
aggregated weights from the centrality of feature vectors in the

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMENTERS.

Parameter Values

Number of vehicles 100

Number of RSUs 12

Simulation time 1800s

Warm-up time 400s

Simulation area 4500m × 3400m

Transmission range 100m

Transmission rate 900kBps

Buffer size 10MB

Fig. 4. Simulation scenario of Helsinki City.

local trust network and social metrics. Vehicles are considered
malicious if their trust values fall below a preset threshold.
Notably, the four models rely on the spray and wait routing
protocols2 [41].

B. Evaluation Metric

The performance of MEFPB relies on three primary evalu-
ation metrics: precision, recall, and F-measure [42].

Precision: Precision evaluates the correctness of classifica-
tion. It’s defined as the ratio of samples correctly identified as
positive to the total number of samples labeled as positive.

Recall: Recall addresses how many of the actual positive
samples are correctly identified. It’s defined as the ratio of
samples correctly recognized as positive to the entire count of
actual positive samples.

F-measure: F-measure represents the harmonic mean of
precision and recall, aiming to reflect the significance of both
metrics in a singular measure. The formula for F-measure is
shown as follows:

F −measure =
2 ∗ (Precision ∗Recall)

Precision+Recall
.

2The Spray and Wait routing protocol is an efficient way to send messages
in intermittently connected networks. It works by sending multiple copies of
a message and opportunistically forwarding them through the network until
the message is received by the destination node.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5. MEFPB, DUEL, IWOT-V, and TECS impacted by four types of attacks. (a) Precision vs percentage of malicious vehicles. (b) Recall vs percentage
of malicious vehicles. (c) F-measure vs percentage of malicious vehicles.

C. Impact of Four Attack Types

Fig. 5 illustrates the performance of precision, recall, and F-
measure for the MEFPB, DUEL, IWOT-V, and TECS schemes,
given varying percentages of malicious vehicles (with an equal
distribution across the four attack models).

Firstly, Fig. 5(a) illustrates the precision performance. Both
MEFPB, DUEL and TECS achieve a 100% precision rate, with
the accuracy of MEFPB attributed to its path-backtracking
mechanism. However, the precision of IWOT-V increases as
the percentage of malicious vehicles rises but never hits 100%.
Secondly, Fig. 5(b) depicts the recall performance. MEFPB
started strong at 100% for lower malicious percentages but
experienced a mild drop as the malicious percentages grew.
Meanwhile, DUEL showed a steady rise, IWOT-V hovered
around 40-50%, and TECS consistently maintains around
25%-30%, until there is a notable decline when malicious
vehicles reach 50%. Thirdly, Fig. 5(c) shows the overall
performance of F-measure. MEFPB consistently outshined,
maintaining high scores even with increasing malicious rates.
However, DUEL and IWOT-V exhibited growth but remained
below the performance of MEFPB throughout. Meanwhile,
TECS stays around 40% until there is a significant drop when
malicious vehicles reach 50%.

The fundamental reason for the above differentiation is that
both DUEL, IWOT-V, and TECS cannot fully counteract the
four types of attacks. Specifically, DUEL encounters difficul-
ties when confronting BHAs and PTAs. Similarly, IWOT-V
is less effective against OFAs and PTAs. As for TECS, it
struggles with effectively addressing BHAs and PTAs and
shows limited capability in handling OFAs, leading to their
reduced performance. The precision of IWOT-V rises with
an increase in the percentage of malicious vehicles, due to
its higher false positive rate, which leads to more vehicles
being recalled. Consequently, the number of malicious vehicles
among those recalled also increases, enhancing the precision
of the scheme. Regarding the recall rate of IWOT-V, it is 40%
at a malicious vehicle ratio of 10%, with a slight rise to 50% at
higher percentages. This modest increase is because, out of 10
malicious vehicles, there are 3 PTA vehicles, 3 OFA vehicles,
2 SA vehicles, and 2 BHA vehicles. As IWOT-V is unable to
effectively address the PTA and OFA issues, its recall rate is

capped at 40%.
Additionally, DUEL shows a slight increase in performance

as the proportion of malicious vehicles rises. This is because
DUEL operates on a vehicle-to-vehicle evaluation basis, where
each vehicle has a distinct trust opinion of another. There-
fore, as the percentage of malicious vehicles increases, more
vehicles form negative trust opinions about these malicious
vehicles, leading to a slight increase in the recall rate. In
contrast, MEFPB with its path-backtracking mechanism, can
effectively conter the SAs, OFAs, and PTAs, and it efficiently
counters the BHAs in the direct trust dimension.

D. Impact of SA

Fig. 6 illustrates the trend over time for MEFPB, DUEL,
IWOT-V, and TECS concerning precision, recall, and F-
measure under a 20% SAs scenario.

Firstly, Fig. 6(a) shows the precision performance impacted
by SAs. The precision of MEFPB rose sharply from 35% at
400s to a consistent 100% by 800s, outperforming the varying
precision of IWOT-V. In contrast, DUEL and TECS main-
tained a steady 100% precision throughout. Secondly, Fig. 6(b)
illustrates the recall performance impacted by SAs. The recall
of MEFPB began at 35% and stabilized at 100% from 1400s,
clearly surpassing DUEL, IWOT-V, and TECS. While DUEL
plateaued at below 70%, IWOT-V peaked at 60%, and TECS
maintained a level of 80% at 900 seconds. Thridly, Fig. 6(c)
depicts the F-measure performance impacted by SAs. The F-
Measure of MEFPB swiftly escalated, maintaining 100% from
1400s, whereas DUEL, IWOT-V, and TECS lagged behind,
capping at 82.35%, 69.77%, and 88.89% respectively. Overall,
MEFPB outperformed the two baseline schemes.

The fundamental reason for the above tendency is that
MEFPB increases its interactions with regular vehicles. Addi-
tionally, there is an uptick in the number of path-backtracking
verifications. Consequently, a gradual rise in precision can be
observed. For DUEL, the initial strategy is to treat all vehicles
as trustworthy by default. Trust values are then gradually
reduced utilizing a penalty factor, distinguishing between
malicious and regular vehicles. Ideally, this approach grants
DUEL a relatively good performance in precision. For TECS,
the scheme initially designates all vehicles as honest uses
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. MEFPB, DUEL, IWOT-V, and TECS impacted by SA. (a) Precision vs time. (b) Recall vs time. (c) F-measure vs time.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7. MEFPB, DUEL, IWOT-V, and TECS impacted by BHA. (a) Precision vs time. (b) Recall vs time. (c) F-measure vs time.

verification and cryptographic techniques to identify malicious
vehicles. As the scheme does not make false judgments, its
precision consistently remains at 100%. Furthermore, MEFPB
exhibits an increase in completed transmissions as interactions
with malicious vehicles rise, indicating a continuous growth
in the number of malicious vehicles identified by the path
backtracking mechanism.

E. Impact of BHA

Fig. 7 illustrates the trend over time for MEFPB, DUEL,
IWOT-V, and TECS concerning precision, recall, and F-
measure under a 20% BHAs scenario.

Firstly, Fig. 7(a) shows the precision performance impacted
by BHAs. During the simulation from 400s to 900s, the
precision of MEFPB rose from 41.67% to 86.96% and sta-
bilized at 100% from 1000s onwards. In contrast, DUEL
consistently maintained a precision of 100%, while IWOT-V
gradually increased from 36.36% at 600s to 68.97% by 1800s.
In the case of TECS, it consistently recorded a 0% precision
throughout the duration of the simulation. Secondly, Fig. 7(b)
depicts the recall performance impacted by BHAs. The recall
of MEFPB quickly rose from 75% at 400s and remained at
100% from 700s. In contrast, DUEL peaked at a recall of 15%,
while IWOT-V swiftly reached and sustained 100% after 600s.
Meanwhile, TECS consistently remained at 0% throughout the
period. Thridly, Fig. 7(c) illustrates the F-measure performance
impacted by BHAs. From the simulation time of 400s to
900s, the F-measure of MEFPB rose from 53.57% to 93.02%
and stayed at 100% after 900s. In contrast, both DUEL and
IWOT-V had lower performances, DUEL peaked at 26.09%
by 1800s, while IWOT-V reached 81.63% at the same time.
Alternatively, TECS maintained a consistent 0% throughout

the simulation period. Overall, MEFPB outperformed the two
baseline schemes.

The reason for the above tendency is MEFPB uniquely
diminishes trustworthiness based on the behavior of vehicles
executing BHAs. If such a vehicle remains isolated, its trust
declines. Initially, some vehicles might have low trust due
to limited interactions, causing misjudgments. Furtermore,
IWOT-V utilizes a trust assessment scheme grounded in
vehicle-to-vehicle interactions. As vehicles in the BHA model
do not partake in interactions, their trust values consistently
fall below the preset threshold, leading to their comprehensive
identification. Conversely, DUEL assesses the trustworthiness
of vehicles sending messages. Since BHA vehicles do not
send messages, DUEL faces challenges in offering effective
evaluations for BHAs. Similarly to DUEL, since BHA vehicles
lack interaction, TECS is unable to calculate trust values and
therefore cannot identify such vehicles.

F. Impact of OFA

Fig. 8 illustrates the trend over time for MEFPB, DUEL,
IWOT-V, and TECS concerning precision, recall, and F-
measure under a 20% OFAs scenario.

Firstly, Fig. 8(a) shows the precision performance impacted
by OFAs. During the simulation from 400s to 800s, the
precision of MEFPB rose from 31.58% to 100% and stabilized
at 100% post-800s. In contrast, while DUEL and TECS
consistently held at 100%, IWOT-V peaked at 31.82% by
1200s but declined to 12.5% by 1800s. Secondly, Fig. 8(b)
depicts the recall performance impacted by OFAs. The recall
of MEFPB dropped from 30% to 20% between 400s to 500s
but later exhibited a rising trend, eventually reaching 100%
by 1700s. In contrast, the recall of DUEL peaked at 65% by
1300s and then stabilized at 70%, while IWOT-V gradually
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 8. MEFPB, DUEL, IWOT-V, and TECS impacted by OFA. (a) Precision vs time. (b) Recall vs time. (c) F-measure vs time.

Fig. 9. Four trust evidence types of MEFPB under PTA.

declined post-600s. As for TECS, it maintained a steady
40% after 600s. Thridly, Fig. 8(c) illustrates the F-measure
performance impacted by OFAs. The F-measure of MEFPB
rose from 35% at 400s to 43.75% at 500s and continued
its ascent, stabilizing at 100% by 1500s. In contrast, DUEL
remained steady at 82.35% post-1300s, while IWOT-V peaked
at 64.86% by 1600s before slightly declining. Regarding
TECS, it maintained a steady 57.14% after 600s. Overall,
MEFPB can rapidly identify OFA vehicles and outperforming
the two baseline schemes.

The reason for the above tendency is that OFA vehicles at-
tempt to evade the detection mechanism of MEFPB. Moreover,
IWOT-V and TECS struggles against OFA due to its lack of
mechanisms to counter complex attacks.

G. Four Trust Evidence Types of PTA

Fig. 9 illustrates a comprehensive evaluation of various trust
levels within the four trust evidences for vehicles operating
under the PTA model.

The composition of the four trust evidences are as follows:
direct trust evidence {HT = 0.2, T = 0.7, D = 0, HD =
0.1}, indirect trust evidence {HT = 0, T = 0, D = 0, HD =
1}, and path-backtracking trust evidence {HT = 0, T =
0, D = 0.7, HD = 0.3}. After fusion through DST, the
comprehensive trust evidence is {HT = 0, T = 0, D =
0, HD = 1}.

The fundamental reason is that PTA vehicles exhibit behav-
iors similar to regular vehicles in the network. This similarity
makes their interactions and message-forwarding appear trust-
worthy, rendering the task of identifying them as malicious
based solely on direct interactions quite challenging. However,

MEFPB has a path-backtracking mechanism, ensuring accu-
rate identification of PTA vehicles. Consequently, based on the
path trust evidence, these vehicles are deemed untrustworthy.
Furthermore, indirect trust evidence provided by neighbors
corroborates untrustworthy, emphasizing malicious behaviors
of PTA vehicles. Since these various trust evidence, it’s evident
that MEFPB can accurately detect malicious behaviors of PTA
vehicles and defend effectively against such attacks.

H. Impact of Forgetting Factor

Table III demonstrates the variation in direct trust evidence
for a normal vehicle number 66 under different values of z
(excluding familiarity and cooperativeness).

In this table, the quadruple consists of HT as the first
element, T as the second, D as the third, and HD as the
fourth (with values remaining constant post-1400s). Notably,
at z=100, the trust level T of vehicle was reduced three times,
specifically at 600s, 800s, and 1000s. Conversely, with z=200,
there was a single reduction in trust level T at 600s. When the
value was set to z=300, the outcomes mirrored those observed
at z=400.

The observed data indicates that the forgetting function
came into play at z=100 and z=200, likely due to vehicle’s
remote positioning and lesser frequency of interactions. How-
ever, at z=300, normal vehicle did not activate forgetting
function, aligning with the results at z=400. This alignment
supports the premise that normal vehicles are not expected
to trigger the forgetting function, leading to the selection of
z=300 as the optimal value for our experiments.

I. Time Required for Malicious Behaviour Detection

Table IV displays the time required by MEFPB, DUEL,
IWOT-V, and TECS to detect malicious vehicles in a 20%
SA scenario. The times listed in the table represent the
duration to identify the first malicious vehicle (without any
warm-up period). MEFPB demonstrates the fastest response
in detecting malicious vehicles. Such efficiency is largely due
to its advanced detection mechanism, which enables rapid
tracing of vehicles involved in malicious activities as soon as
a tampered message relays the target vehicle. This process
facilitates a swift reduction in the trustworthiness of these
vehicles. MEFPB’s ability to quickly backtrack the path of
a tampered message allows for immediate identification of the
malicious vehicle. In comparison to other schemes, MEFPB
stands out with its significantly superior performance.
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TABLE III
DIRECT EVIDENCE IMPACTED BY FORGETTING FACTOR.

Simulation Time (s) 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400

z=100 {0.2, 0.4, 0.3, 0.1} {0.2, 0.2, 0.5, 0.1} {0.2, 0.1, 0.6, 0.1} {0.2, 0.0, 0.7, 0.1} {0.2, 0.0, 0.7, 0.1} {0.2, 0.0, 0.7, 0.1}
z=200 {0.2, 0.4, 0.3, 0.1} {0.2, 0.2, 0.5, 0.1} {0.2, 0.2, 0.5, 0.1} {0.2, 0.2, 0.5, 0.1} {0.2, 0.2, 0.5, 0.1} {0.2, 0.2, 0.5, 0.1}
z=300 {0.2, 0.4, 0.3, 0.1} {0.2, 0.4, 0.3, 0.1} {0.2, 0.4, 0.3, 0.1} {0.2, 0.4, 0.3, 0.1} {0.2, 0.4, 0.3, 0.1} {0.2, 0.4, 0.3, 0.1}
z=400 {0.2, 0.4, 0.3, 0.1} {0.2, 0.4, 0.3, 0.1} {0.2, 0.4, 0.3, 0.1} {0.2, 0.4, 0.3, 0.1} {0.2, 0.4, 0.3, 0.1} {0.2, 0.4, 0.3, 0.1}

TABLE IV
MALICIOUS BEHAVIOUR DETECTION TIME.

Scheme MEFPB DUEL IWOT-V TECS

Malicious Behaviour Detection Time 26s 217s 83s 53s

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an innovative trust management
scheme, focusing on incorporating the transmission path of
message as a new dimension for trust assessment. To address
the uncertainty arising from data sparsity in VANETs, we
utilized the DST. Simultaneously, by introducing a Path-
backtracking mechanism, malicious vehicle behaviors can
be identified more accurately. Additionally, we integrated a
forgetting function, and assessed the familiarity and coop-
erativeness of direct trust evidence to ensure a high level
of cooperation among vehicles in the network. In terms of
path evaluation, this study utilized verification counts based
on path-backtracking, multi-path analysis, and path similarity
as key metrics. Simulation experiment demonstrates that the
MEFPB exhibits excellent effectiveness and stability in ensur-
ing network security.
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